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Choose the children's language course trusted by other moms and dads. The Parents’ Choice
award winning-language program will get your child speaking Spanish while having fun!
Introduce your child, age 1-7, to a new language with this easy-to-follow, fun learning program.
From taking a bath to going shopping, Play and Learn Spanish turns your everyday routines
into enjoyable language-learning activities for you and your child! This unique course
features:Fun songs, games, and activitiesKey word illustrationsAn audio CD that includes all
the songs, games, and expressions in the courseEngaging comic stripsSidebars with fun
cultural informationEnglish translations for all activitiesGive your child the gift of a second
language while enjoying your time together. Play and Learn Spanish gives you the resources to
make that happen.
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Diane Yaghoobian, “For the daily caregiver. This is an excellent tool but it is not the most useful
if you are NOT the basic caregiver of the student. It is set up to wake the child, wash him, have
breakfast, get dressed, etc. all done with Spanish songs and expressions, as you would do as
the parent in English. But as a teacher, you would have to "act out" these scenarios- if you are
not the one who oversees his daily activities. I am teaching my grandsons. It was fun for them
to pretend they were waking up or dressing to go outside in the hot/cold weather, but it was not
frequently repeated (and therefore reinforced) because I am not part of these routines.
Accordingly, this is most useful for a parent who wants to introduce Spanish smoothly into a
child's daily life, raising them "as if" bilingual.”

Hans-j U. Elisabeth Stoffels, “Good quality of book and sound.. The book is made in a larger
format on high quality paper in full color. But the main text is not printed on darker colors or
even pictures that would disturb reading and orientation. The text is on warm pastell colors. On
the left the Spanish text, on the right the translation in English. Benearth a row of pictures of
special words.The voices are clear and in good quality, the integrated songs nice and clear.
The child in of the family in the story seems to be spoken by an adult. This is not bad, but I
hate the naughty tone of voice the adult puts into the child. Often it sounds quite rebellous. A
tone I would not like a child to express constantly. The "no" of the child is even so naughty and
loud that it causes one to switch on faster. This seems the only disadvantage of this course.I
am a German who uses many language courses and I tried some for children to learn the way
children speak and the vocabulary of children and the world of children. I use Spanish/English
courses to enrich the ones that I own in German. This as a background information.”

eltravis@shaw.ca, “Five Stars. Well written and most helpful”
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The book by Ana Lomba has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 121 people have provided feedback.
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